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• 'TE MUTUAL ACTION OFAIflPLANE BODY iTD:POER' PLA1,T* 
By 1artin Schrenk . 
I.	 PROBLEM	 ." S. ;'r' 
In a previous 'report of this pe'ribdi:ca '('reference 1) 
the writer developed a general curve for the power re-
auired for 'level flight, U which is invaiiant against 
changes in airpine dimensions. It was felt that a sim-
ilar general curve for the "effec-tive thrust, horepower,,. 
was needed, which then would encompass the" complete flight 
performance conditions. 	 . S	 . 	 . 	 . 
Starting with the increase in r.p 0 m., a Hmean thrust 
horsepower curve is developed from propeller :t'e:s't', dat's' 
and engine power curves, after which this curve is then 
brought into relationship with the curv•• of the '."pbwer re-
quired for level flight" by examination of throttle flight 
conditiois 0 The singülarthütüal relationship is manifest' 
from the behavior of the r.p.m. This arrangement .inciden-
tally reveals a surprisingly simple relationship between 
the airlan& 'di''io 5' riariI inY1ved with..th pro-'. 
poller efficiency. The effect of altitude:. lbf' fl:i'gbt is 
accounted for 'by scale correction. 
This "general power balance" ' f the ai:l:ano'; 'whit. 
embraces besides the already known quantities, only one 
now one, the "excess power factor," then affords:tho.de-
sired comprehensive survey. The profound effect of the 
excess power becomos evident, rate of climb, maximum speed, 
angle of climb and ceiling can be expressed in the excess 
power figure, and the revolution speeds in c:iimb.b'y any 
engine power law as well as other processes, not visible 
otherwise, can be examined readily.'' E±.ensi'ón'toinclude 
adjustable blade rope1lers presents no difficulties. 
* t Ueber das Zusammenwike von lugérkiind"Triebwerk." 
From Zeitschrift fur Flugtochnik und j1!otorluftschiffahrt, 
December 14, 1931, pp.. 695-702; and December 28, 1931, 
ppb 721-727.	
.	 . ,	
, ..:..
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II. NOTAT.ON 
In connection with the previously cited report (ref—. 
oronce 1) , the following. symbolsaro used: 
Air1anes t ructure: 
a.	 gross weight, 
.:induced..spàn.i., sp an of qiivalènt thonÔpane 
with elliptic lift distribution), 
equivalent fl.t plate . aiéa .
 (/q) chIefly, 
F	 total. .equivalet flat p1ate area (connected with 
the dynamic pressure, hence the profile diag tIs) ; 
to be assumed constant by parabolic polar and suit-
able choic$.of.bi.	
. 
Pow t 
N	 engine power, 
efficiency of: p op eller in airplan (with res p ect to 
:g.l.iding flight polar with lik
	 cs),	 :. 
''L	 .: thrust horsepower (utilized. by propeller for iopul-
sion of plane),
	 .	 .........	
S	
. 
• 	 fl engine at propellr. shaft, •. 
U tip	 speed,	 . . S 
D	 . iameter.,	 S S . 	 . 	 S 
P s .:propeiler. dick :	 .rea 
..c.oficient	 of	 advance
4(=
> S 
] .e.fec.ti.vethrit •(=	 ..	 S S
S 
"..	 . 	 . 
: 	
.
/2. P 5 u2 / 	 .	 .	 •.. 
effective torque (
N . 
u31 \	 P/2 P 3
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.1	 S	 ks\ 
loading coefficient	 =.	 . .	 .=- ' 
P12 F 5 it2 
.....
.. .
	
.	 N 
c 1 	 performance coefi.cient- .(=--- . .--.- = 
' P/2	 it3	 x3, 
N 
c d	 power coefficient ( P/2 
U	 = 
effective iñtefernde (
	
	
.	
: 
'flfree1 
Comj1eteair1ane: 
S	 . 	 . 	 S. •S	 • 	 -.	 . .	 . 	 . 
a.	 excess over facto,i.e., the ratio of exc.es 
:Qoer	 (NT )best	 •	 ...,*.* tho p oweI:.re-
quired. for level flight, 
ratio of driving. .areas**, 
Fws	 .	 .	 .	 S 
ratio of in.terferenceareas, •.e., ratio of exposed
	
WS	 interfering equivalent flat-plate area F 	 to to-
tal equi.valent hat-plate area 
Piighfbrirances	 .	 .	 ..	 S 
it	 path velocity 
air density,	 .	 . 5 .	 S	 ... S 
q . . dynamic prssurø. (
	
P	 - 
\2 v2i 
rateôfàli'mb,	 S	 . 	 . .	 - 
	
•	 sinking speed,	
:	 • 
iT	 power required for level flight, 
f (v)***	 • 
altitude of flight,	 .	 .	 ..	 .•• S 
*See section	 **5oe reference 1. 
** See section IT
4	 N A'C A:	 ...	 '.•• 
Hg	 ceiling:(theort.ia1:) 
maximum ,.ait.itu.de, up' to 
be st L /D. •.rat:i i a po 
Subscripts: 
0	 sea leve].	 - 
attitude at beet...' LID
wiich level . flight with 
ssib].e.* 
ti'o	 (, N) 
best "best" operating attitude of pro p eller and. engine,.** 
v	 critical altitude (i.e.., tia.t a1t,..tude up to which 
the compressor is able to svi.pply the engine with 
air at ground-level pressure). 
III. ' REVOLUTIONS-PER-MINUTE PICK-UP

1. Character of Engine Power Carve 
In general, thecurve of the 'thrusthorsepower Nr 
is calculated by disregarding the increase in r.p.m., as. 
if the engine operated always with coii.stant r.p.m. and. 
power in all flight attitudes. In this case, obviusly, 
one single statement relative to these two quantities, 
suffices, But in order to follow up the effect of the va-
riationin r,p.m. the interdependence between engine power 
and r. p .n. must be known,	 ,	
. .......... 
Being a purely empiricl'relation, one attem p ts to 
express it by an appropriate simple mathem'ati'áal pprox-
imation, that is, by power formulas.	 . :: 
The logarithmic plot' (fig. 1) represents the gull 
load brake curves for a number of Geriian aircrat engines. 
They show totally different character. The tangents 
drawn with 1:1 and. 1:2 slope, correspond to parabolas 
of the first and second order. 	 Vh.éré the 1:1 . tangent 
touches the curve, we have 
*See section VI. 
**See section IV.
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5 
or...W
	
onstant	 • (la)
but, 1.whex'e 1 2 slope tangents touch, we have 
N	 ir M	 (ib) 
The principal runn5g conditions 0±' all engines are 
within ambit of these two equations. Prom the point of 
view of engine technique, tt.i.s n'ot•ew-rthy t,iiat radial en-
gines operate by almost constant torque, whereas the pri-
mary operatin,g range of the • G and 12 cylinder-in-line en-
'i-ies ',i bymarkedly dee . ing ' .t'óqe.* .	 Othéprposes 
of the Dresent reort, it amply suffic'éstô''uie : ' . thé' two 
formulas .- (la) and (ib) — selective1•'as 'ba'sii. T3s al-
so ensures the inclusion of the intermediate parts of the 
engine Dower, curves with sufficient accuracy.** 
2. Equation of r.p.m. Pick-Up 
The starting point is 'the law of' dim'eisi•ons for pro-
p eli or 5:	 .	 ...	 . 
	
N'-d
	
n3 D5	 (2) 
	
So l,ng as 'N' nd n	 r&"cOnidered constant, so 
long the 'effective torque kd must remain ': constant , also.: 
But t1'i' is' not at all the case in reality. In the.' ifliis-
tration' (fig. 2)	 generally evinces a slight in- ..... 
crease at start, then in the range of normal flight tti 
tud!e, drops slowly t:first, then' raidly.*** . Thu;"if'the' 
power delivred by the engine dia renain : c,O .nstant .: n, spite 
of 'the hanged repom. (engine àp .erates ataximuower);: 
equatioi (2) would afford 
•	 .	
' I;	 n	 kd"	 . .	 . (3c> 
.*Apparently the filling in radial engines is essentially 
better as a.result of theuniform and short intake die-
tances, Vibrations in the exhaust pipes may also be in-
volved. Some radial engines use induction chambers, as 
the 11 HOrñet,	 for inst.nceo.
	 ':':;' •;:	 •. '' 
**por, exact, 'calculation, the.exponeiin . (ib) can be va-
ried. a
	 neeed.	 .	 ......:	 .. '	 .	 :'	 ,	 ,	 , 
***Th'e.ajjiount o±':,thê ri:s :e is,uic,ertain because the wind-. 
'tu±iñel. data onprope.li'er.s. in the proximity of z:er.o' coef -
ficient of advance are no longer reliable. The propeller 
then acts (in tunnels with return passage) as blower and 
falsifies the results.	 (See reference 2.)
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As a matter of fact the engine p ower 'Increases iith 
the r.p.m., hence-the propellerwil]. s p eed, up more than 
(3c) indicates. The measure of the increase is foundby 
writing .
 (la) and. (ib) for the course of i =f(n) into 
the fundamental propeller equation (2) as 
n	 kd_1/2 (for N
	
n)	 (3a) 
•	 '	 .	
-'1/25	 1/2 
• and.	 n	 (for N
	
n	 )	 (3b) 
Consequently, the revolutions., change within the. prc-
tical operatiñg'limit .as the 2d. to
	 :':2.5'r.00't. of the 
effective torque.
	
k.	 . .: ............. 
IV. THE GENERAL USEFUL POKER (or PROPELLER) CURVE
1. The "Best" Operating Attitude 
In the preceding report (reference 1) the curve of 
the ¶"ower required. 'for level flight" as:,made' invariaa 
•	 int dimensional c:hanges. by the. selec'tion' of :a .predè-
't.èrthined point of operation' '(t:hat for best LtD ratio) as 
refe'rnc'e pnt and''b.asing. the. whole .curie ipbn it. A 
'similar méthd 'Is used for the propeller performance 
curve	 for" no. insuperable ohst"acles intervene to find a 
suitable reference point.. But it appears a hopeless óase 
of deriving-the course of the NT •curv,e'in a rational.' 
way, perhaps by resorting to a satisfactory approxiniation 
such as the parabolic polar portrays for the "power re-
quired'in level flight." It lies in the character of the 
complicated processes on the prop eller: the theory admits 
of 'a certain operating attitude with satisfactä'ry apro'x 
imation and even give the medium for' the cursory pursue 
ance of other operating attitudes, but it .is impossible 
to deduce therefrom a simple law for the behavior 0±' the 
efficiency throughout the different attit'udes 
Portunte1y, there ' i's one 'he 'lirg circumstance which 
already has quietly and unobserved.ly repaired untold. er-
rors and inaccuracies of propeller designers, namely, the 
equalizing effect of the flow on the propeller, which 
stlIves toward. the particular best attitude and largely 
diminishes the effect of shape discrepancies on the effi-
ciency.
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Logically,' the reference point is a point excellent 
in its importance':fo'the 'oeä oi'bhe'pràplIer, Un-
fortunately, the oi.t	 defined 
as oii' the airp1ané"stuOture. :'o
	
thi't; at' fit thong 
think' of the point o'má±i'mu. 	 ffi'ciëñcy	 (Ref erencé '3.)
But a study of'a'ser'iês of 'efficiency 'O'urves'of"sysbemat-
ically varying proDei'Iê	 (fig. 3)' revea.lsf'ôrthwith that

the maximum value of thé: 'effi ;ciency . of,' . the'' single propel-. 
'ler does :'no'way'i	 y'1hé máxirnum'effiôie'này which can

be obta'iñéd'at this ôint "T'bi lies, rather, 'on the en-
eloping curve, à.ndit is'naturaltà seléct'that'point 
There the individual 'cuivé touches the enveloping curve as 
réference"point. 7e'sháll"refer'to it 'as "best"'operat-
irjg'po'int'.* But, propeller efficieñcie can equally 'well'' 
be plottedgainst paramterth other thth'theoefficiént': 
of advance. Whichever oe chooses depends upon the ur-
pa és	 vi'ew. ' e 'hae four 1nterdeerdo'n 	 uantit:i'e.s;*
engine -oower N (thrust S, respectively), revolution n, 
dimeter D, and flying speed, v 	 One of tnese can re-
main free as aepen'den't variable'; 'itis more expedi'éntto 
use ' v 'as 'independent, '*héresthe remalning"two u 'st be 
selected.' 'for' illustration,'givn ' N'andn (as is àus-
tomary), the rópel'ler values 'are 'lot'ted against the 
"geometrical high speed, or power coefficient*** 
kd. _.2 N 2	 *'***. .. 
c d =— '- ". '	 ', 
Pirv 
respectively, against the reciprocal va]ue of the 5th root 
of this figure,. that is, ./k"i5 (as Americahs lately 
pre±'er to express it).	 (Reference 4.)	 (Example; fig. 4.) 
There is an en'eloping'c'urvehere also; oi 'which the rel-
evant best propeller is to'be.'found,. although the points 
of contact of the individual 'curvesare not the same op-
erating attitudes as'in Figure 3. 
*The term "best" not.bei,ng without,a certain arbitrari-
ness, weusethequotation.marks0	 ......:, 
**Ai'r density 'P is disrgar.ded for, thQ time being. 
***The author suge.sts the term "Drehgrd." in place of tbe 
cumbersome eometrical high speed,." based upon.. 
c 1	 performance coefficient, 
k	 .,.'	 . 
=	 loading coefficient 
****In homogeneous units.
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One must therefore-decide On one definite method of 
p1oting based. upon the actualrunning conditions. The 
choice falls upon represe-itation against the coefficient 
of civance ^, being the simplest and. at tne same time 
c-onfo±ming to the'1actual .rinning conditions. It signifies 
tia:t .r.p...m,..and diameter are correctly selected and. the 
desired power absorption i obtained only by cnngi..ag te 
shape. This variation is readily accompllsJaed. in tne mod-
ern adjustable-blade metal propellers by. minor changes iri 
pitch settin.'A&	 we can alsooase the 
subsoquent consH'erationiipon the cduvent.io.nal propeller 
series, inwhic'1i itch is varied, while retaining the blade 
dimensions. (See ieference 5, where the prncial oper-. 
ating attitudes are defined. by means of 'n = area ) 
2. Mean Efficiency and. Effective Propeller Torqiie Cres 
After this explanation 1?1 the preced.iig section, 
there remains the selecti-on of the propellers ipon which 
to apply the results 	 Notwithstanding mcn more recent 
reports, the most reliable data on wood. propellers aDpear 
to e those by Durad. and Lesley (reference 6) , at aiy 
rate, the.>r
 afford. the best selection, Our cnoce is a se-
ries of smal ' .'-hlade p'roe]1érs with uiitable contoui (se-
ries S , F2 , A1 , P 1
 , fig.5) , and. specifically those 
havliig higher pitchrats .
 .H/D 
•	 Propeller 7 3 82 113 
H/D = 0.7 0,9 1.1 1.3
The H/D ratios iower: than that are' discarded because Of 
fheir poor efficiency. Tne airplane designer aid the e-
gine designer must work .
 in cooperation to the end that te 
proDeller shaft r p.m. permit the use of tne prooitious 
propellers of higher pitch 
:y; NoW te. reference: points for the. reduction.. of the 
test values are revealed in.Pi.gure3. as points of contact 
of the.•ind.ivid.ual.cur .ves with th.enve1oping.crve,the 
ttbs .tI! operating.. points..... The corresponding valus. carry 
tne subscript tf be8t. tt
 Tile 'r a.nd kd values reduced at 
these points are given ii Figures
	 nd 7. The more im-
portant r c	 e•and the pip ted extrapbl].atio .n points ap 
pear to be in close accord., whereas the agreeent for the 
curve is less satisfactory. There is:a discrepancy, 
but of minor imp or t aice bauekd. ismere1y used. to 
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follow up the r.p.m..	 and.	 ap..pears-ther .ein.:the	 0...4t.h and 
.0.5th pörer., resect.iveIy. (3b).)* 
3.	 Mean Propeller Perfoi'mance Curves. and	 ea.n r.p. .rn. Qv.r.v.es 
Now the respective.mean Nri
	
and	 n	 curve is readily 
computed from the. me,an'r	 and' values.	 With (3a) 
and.	 (3b),	 we have:	 ',	 .
—1/ 2 
For	 N
fl:'	 ,.". 
.'	 ii:	 _-.---_.-	 = k : 
best ,, '	 besV 
_=_ (4a) 
• v best	 •. best	 best	
.	 -1. 
.
"
.	 .... 
( N'q )best bst	 'flbeètj:" 
1/2 For	 N .	 n	 •: •(-------:. 
= 
V best
s_ 
'best
(so) 
est 
__=(_
1/	
_! 
(N)best best I	 bestj
The values computed herefrôm. are plotted i Piure '8. 
The full lines represent N ,.n 1/2 which is primaril,r im-
portant. Moreover., we added the case n =.coné'ant, 'in 
correspondence with the simple calculation yiithoüt r.p.m. 
pick-up. Conspiculously, this curve ev'inces'practically' 
no variation from.,that,for N	 nh2below.vbest,.thus 
apparentlr fully:
 justifying. te custQmar omission of 
r.p.m. pick-up in climbing calculations. : .Aboye 
'V'àest, ±fl 
proximity of the maximum speed.; the mattèr.becomes,..of 
course, 'another question,.and. wewil. find that here the 
rble of the r.p.m. pick-up has become of primary impor-
tance.	 .	 . S ' S 
*E'xtr'ap'olatibn with another propeller sei'ies. (reference 7) 
yieldedpractically the same esult... However, these pro-
pellers are, in part, markedly inferior at maximum,.ef'f)i-: 
ciency, for undiscernible reasons. 
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Referring to the r.p.m.. cur.ves.,, e •fi,nd that the pick-
up. keeps within moderate limits (+5 to .7 per cent
.) in the 
practically important range (V/YbOSt = 0.7 to 1.2), but 
increases rapidly at higher speed.
	 .	 . 
V. COMBI .NED PERFORMANCE CURVES; COPLETE 
PERF0RMCE DIAGRAM . 
1. Throttle Flight, Throttle Parabolas 
The mutual efftof propeller and airplane body be-
comes app arent - for the present without mutual defini-
tion -by an examination:of the throttle flight. Figure 
9 shows an arbitrary cur:ve of ttpower required for level 
flight" and an identical one for "ropeller performance"; 
the latter to epresent also the full-load curve. The 
question is: How.is it possible to derive arbitrary 
throttle curves herefrom? 
The law of similitude supplies here alsoa simple 
answer, Ve can plot . curves of equal coefficient of ad-
vance. For = constant, equation (2) yields N n 
since kd. then remains constant.also, and
(5) 
since	 '..=.constant.. 
Points of equal coefficient of advance thus lie on 
par.abolas of the 3d order. Throttle curves of the propel-
icr performance may forthwith be drwn on these throttie 
parabolas by p lotting the. fractions, of the respective full 
performance (with like coefficient of . advai'ce) corrcsDonft-
ing' to the throttle setting.
	 .	 . .	 ;. . . . 
This apDl'ies, strictly speaking, to the sim p le calcu-
lation without r.p.m. pick-up. But it would still be val-
id with r.p.m. pick-ufl if the throttle erorancé curves 
of the .oarticu].ar engine 1kewise were similar with re-
spect to the N. - n . parabolas. . Unfortunately, not nuch 
can be said about this because of..an airuost complete lack 
of information on throttle performance data.* On the other 
*Scattered exp eriments indicate tnat proolems in carburetor 
flow and vibrations in intake and exhaust pipes are in-
volved.	 . . .	
.
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hand.,, the. r.p.m. pick-up in.. the prary o,eting, range. 
exerts but a minor effect on the propeller performa.ico 
curve, acco.rding to section IV. S the error induced cy 
a slight chaxge in character of the engine power curve 
may be 'disregarded. ..	 ''	 . 
2. The r.p.m. Pi.ckUp.Define.,s PositiiQn 
of t Best tt
 Operating Point
	
:. 
With the aid of this 'T throttle parabola u
 the 'relation 
between propeller performance and .powe,r required for level 
flight has now been established.. There remins the selec-
tion. of • the location of the , t best, tt
 operatig point..,.. 
At first sigit there rises the old question propel-
ler for tt climbj.ng, U for "s.peed.,	 or a oonpro'1ise ?	 ai-

ly the decision is made.
 easi.e by anotner stipulation 
bound up wi11i the r.p.m. pici-up, name'ly, tno propeller 
must not pick up so many revolutions i'i level flight taat 
the engine exceeds its maximum permissible r0c.,m 0 , or 
else maximum speed would become impossible without damage 
to the engine. O the other hand,. t .he'.ongine is to b 
utilized to its fullest extent. 
We consider the 'tt best tt op±ating attitude as t1ie.. nor-
mal load attitude of, the engine. '
 With a suitable prdpel,-,, 
ler,, its 'x.p.m. at full th.roitt].e' are those' determined by 
type tes.t. As a rule, ' this r.p.m. is not its permissible 
mai.mum, although it very iearly approaches it. Natur.
-ally., the co'd1tions differ for each case, particularly 
on account of cont.n.gent critical r.p 0 m	 But in genera1, 
it may be stated that a pick-up of more than 5-10 per cent 
is not permitted as a . rule.* ,	 '. 
This 'assumption establishes an inferior limi' for the 
Ubesttl operating attitude. "Now; inasmuch as' this' approaches 
Vmax quite closelr, it at the same' time ,form.s. th' superior 
l'imit; for 'in view,
 of the genral airp lane characteristics 
our aim lies in the best possible" compromise .'detween climb 
and speed performance. The combination of r.:p.m. curve.. 
(fig. 8) and 'throttle diagram (fig. 9) reveal's that the 
*1f more is' allowed the eigine'i donsider'dd as not being 
put to' full use. Even t'he 5 tb'O'er	 nt"aermittcd' 
only temporarily.	 ' ' ''	 '	 '	 ..'..".	 '.'	 .: '	 , 
That far our parabolic approximation for the engine power 
curve is sufficiently accurato.
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above boundary of tie r.p.m. pick-up suggests a location 
of ubestu operating point in the neighoorB.Od of the 
throttle parabola, WhiQLl passes tnrough v
	 In order to

make matters clear (and. in view of advantages discussed in 
succeeding sections) we now' definitely place"thè"best" 
operating point of the prop eller perfománco cirve o the 
throttle parabola through v , the "best" throttle par-
abola. In this mánnór' we obtain the othp1ete performance 
diagram (fig. 10) with an unambiguous relationship between 
both performances.* 
3. Excess Power, Excess Factor 
This diagram . ,(f1g 10) is of 'unv'esaI applicabi11t. 
It contains only one new parameter', the' "excess factor" 
a, •whic'i. .s. defined herewith: , By excess;Dower we usual-
l y mean the difference between te excessive and the miii-
imum po'7er required. But this defirition is inaccurate 
for it fails to state that the available power is a func-
tion of the flying sp eed. hth tue throttle parabola, a 
better definition is assured. On tue latter we .naw the 
coefficient of advance arid tue effecti ye pover of tue pro-
peller are constant,' which simplif'ie mattrs '
 considera-
bly, and above all, maies the. lele ,. In:o'ur case the 
throttle parabola is convenient for the "best" operating 
attitude, o.n whi	 the. power at full throttle formed, as 
we know, the starting point of our w.aole p ower calcula-
tion from. the engine side. Obviously; the power require-
ment by best L/D is not the lowest possibl'e,' but a glance 
at Figure 10 reveals immediately that the gain s'till ob-
tainable above that amounts to no rore than 2 to 4 per 
cent, so that we may safely overlook i,t.** 
So we ' define the	 factor " a as the' ratio of
the excess power available in the "best" operating atti-
*H.ere the r.p'.m..pick-up am,outs to from 5 'to 9 per cont 
at maxi.mum'.speed,. depending.on the 'ecess power. 
It 'jt ' caine 'to my notice that' . B0 Helmbold has like-
wise : worked (since :1927) . 'with the assumtion that the best 
L/D'of the airplane body and the principal proe1l.er ef-
ficiency ae óoordinated to'th'e"flight 'at: ,ceilung'level 
and the attitude of enduranceflihtcorresDondingto it, 
**'The .: slightest bump or minor control errors are just as 
costly, so' that the "exact" calculation is..reaiiy no rndre 
than self-delusion,	 ::.,. •,	 ,•
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tude of tne propeller to that required. by the best LID. 
(NT1)best - Ns E (N')5j 
____- ------ -,	 -1	 (6) 
This definition,, valid. for any altitud.e of flight', 
was.used' for plottg:.the
.. power curves in-Figure 10. 
4., Efficiency and. Airplane Dimensions 
re,, still lack one link in our chath:.the absolute, 
value of the !powar required .
 for level 'flight H ,
	
is 
defined by the dimensions of the airplane body, that of 
the'prooeiier-per'formance by engLne power Nbest and ef-
ficiency T)besto The latter" is again. a..comp'iicated math-
ematical experimental furtc'ti'on with speed v occupying 
the star role., As a result we would be forced. to carry 
throuli a complete power calculation with ab'so1ut 'vàliies 
in order to determine the propeller performance, which 
is the very thing we want to
	 Id.. 
Hov7ever, our assumption, which couples the tibestit 
operating at.'t-.itude, of the prpe,1l,er to. the attitude by 
bet L/D,. oTesen.ts a solution. ' 	
'	 -': 
The cottici,ent o.f advance •as well as the efficiency 
is constant along he throt,tle ; parabola; hence the knowl 
edge of the efficiency in level flight by best L/D suf-
ficeá for th	 bCstU oerating	 titde a,d a r' tto.-
ship is readi'y .3tabli 	 with the airplane d:rr,ons, 
containing only
	 ometr.cal quntities but neither. speed 
of flight or engine' Power,
	 ,	 '.	 ' 
The 'transition i's càmplted by means 'of •the loading 
coefficient
=	 s	 (=
P/2 v2 F5 
where 'F	 proellr disk area: '	 'D.' ' Tb'e- loadthg def'-
ficiet gies a theoretic1' upper limit fo 	 e efficien-
cy of the nontwisted. jet. The practical lirni.t is
	 cer-
*A ,pr'ove,d by the	 929..,: man unpublished 
report.	 '	 '	 '	 - •''-	 :: ,
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ta.n..distace away from it, which under ordinary condi-' 
ticiis, experiences about 11-12 per cent ad.ditional loss-
es through twist, finite blade. number and. profile drag. 
Tnis practical limit is illustrated in Figure ll.* 
For level flight by best L/D, the corresponding 
airplane drag then i-s:	 ,.	 .	
. . .. 
'	 1/2 
	
= ST = 1.13 G	 (8) 
Herein	 is the "effective interference" ;** it em-

braces 'all jet e.ffects on the airp1ane and vice 'versa 
(see elsewhere). The corresponding flight speed is 
'1/2 
=1.06 p 1/2(	 ... 
•, 
Thesé.'two q'uantities .i.ne'rt'd•f'o" c' 3 in (7 ,) yield: 
2 
=	 C5 best	 (lOa) is	 $	 .,.	
.'	 ....' 
This exoression is exceedingly .nformative. It shows 
that the loading coefficiet and:' the efficiency of the 
free ot,ating propeller defined., therefrom is, in "best" 
operating' attitude, neit.er dependent upo.n the power nor 
the flight speed, but almost exclusively on the "driving 
P	 '	 F' 
area ratio"	 -'! *** The greater -.!-, the higher the 
ws	 '	 ' 'ws	 ' 
attainable best efficiency. This gives us some 'very' fun-
damental knowledge for the design of airplanes:' 7ho 
tttotal equivalent flat-plate area" and propeller disk area 
are'known,,it already. has set . asupezior limit •forthe 
efficiency which cannot be exceeded! ' 	 "" 
*Madelung l s figures from reference 8, extrapolated from 
C L to c.	 '	 ' 
**Otherwise called "jet efficiency," which, howe.ver, leads 
to confusion with "axial'effiiecy" '(Hoff's' suggestion.)' 
Heimbold (see footnote; page 15) calls,:.it "installation 
efficiency."	 '	 '	 : .	 ''	 ,.: '1 ':': 	 ''	 . 
***So named because the surfaces combined into this ratio 
are responsible for the advance (F $ ) and. retardation (F5). 
It' sii.persedèsMadelung's (Luftfahrtforsch'ing, Vol. II,Io,, 
5) udisk area ratio," which presupposes the erroneo'iC's-
sumption of constant structural drag coefficient.	 ee
Hoimbold (reference 9,)
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Ut th:e ef.f.ective .in.terfernce r. ffl.. 1.-s .1ikews.e un-
der the influence of the "d.riving . area ratio,'! as readily 
piôved by means of the well-known elementary approximate 
derivation for fl5. Herein-it is assumed that the axial 
incrementa1 velocity is evenly graded ver the propeller 
disk area, and. specifically, over three-fourths of the 
disk. ara.* Then, acc.ord.ingto. tie elementary jetheo-
ry, tne ratio of dyiainic pressure in tile jet to tne in-
cremental velocity,	 !	
.:::	 .' 
	
q 5 (v+w)2	 S_-+1 
a	 v2	 3	 -, 
- 
If parts of t1i:e airp lane with the effective "inter-
fering equivalent flat-platearea" F 5 are exposed to 
the jet, their additional drag will amoxnt to 
4	 P. 
(a 5 - 
This yields the (apparent) decrease in èficiency of 
the free-rotating. propeller as "interference.. efficiency" 
or 'effective interference":	 .
(ha) 
Consequently, 'r	 is dependent only upon the ratio 
This ratio can also be exressod..n the Udriing 
area:ràtlo 1'	 byvTriting:	 . .	 . . 
. ws	 . .	 .	 -.	 ..,	 0• 
0	
. 
	
.D WS._	 s	 .	 . 
P 5	 Pw5
	
ws 
• 0 	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 ..	 -.	 . 
L, , . the 1I itiO of interference area" reveals vhat . part 
-	 -	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 ..	 .	 . 
• of the total equivale ;t flt-p1ate area is struck by the. 
*This assumption originated with Madelung • (Luftfahrtforch-
ung, Vol. II, No, 5).. and. has proved.uscfu1. According to 
more recent Engliih researces, fl5 is frequentl ' less 
een tnan ass vned ere. Eoert (Plight Tests for eading 
Afrp laiie Polars, .otc. td Toe published in a futiro D.V.L. 
• repdrt) arrives at a imilar conclusion. Se Helmbo1d 
(reference 10)
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jet, witn the conventional tractor type propellers it 
range between 1/3 and. 3/4. Now (ha) becomes 
4 •t	 /.1. 
•!	 .	 . 
v7her.efrom the. intimate relationship between tl ratio of 
driving areas" and. "effectIve in,terferenc.e U
 becomes man-
ifest. Now the "interference area ratio" can be discard-
ed. from (lOa) so that .the loading efficiency in the "best" 
operating attitude becomes: 
C	 -	 2 s best	
_.. 4	 s	
(bID) 
Pws. 
p	 ..	 . 
Since the
	
---- ratio is always greater than 3 in 
ws. 
comparatively good airplanes, it .
 predominates in (lob) 
also and so defines substantially, as alread;r stated., the 
attainable best efficiency. 
5. Enlargement to Variable A1t,itud of Plight 
The result of the discusai.ons up to now is a simple 
set of curves, on which, ona general curve of "power re-
quired. for level flight, t!
 which is independent of the air-
plane dimensiOns, a group of Dropeller performance curves 
wIth parameter a was plotted against the exôess povre.r 
factor.	 (Pig. 10.)
V 
This representation with variables - and •---- is 
-	 V	 sc 
valid for any flight altitude because P . does not appear 
in the derivation. Thus our object would. have been 
reached but for one thing: The amount of the reference 
quantities varies with the altitude, so that at eaàh alti-
tude the axes correspond. to other absolute values (rela-
tive to the critical' values). As a result of which, ev-
ery perception for the altitude effect is lost, aside from 
the fact that the computation has to be repeated for each 
altitude stage. 
To remed.ythis we simply determine the reference 
quantities v
	 and N 5	 for one certain, altitude, say, 
at sea level, ' in all flight altitudes.. Then v /v 0 	 and. 
'T/	 would..be on.the.axos, but by doing so the simDlic-
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ityof Figure 10 would be destroyed; in place of the .o.ne 
curve for the p ower requird for 11 flight, we would 
£lave a whole group with altitude o.f flight as parameter 
and the propeller performance'curves would become al'to-
gether obscured. For this reason we quickly make this 
step retrogressive again by mu1ti1ying the variables 
with the inversion factor ,pf .
 t2ieir corresponding altitude 
function, namely, (P/P0) 2 • The onl'y change occurs on 
tne axes, where we write 
	
v	 p	 / 2
 a'id	 IT 
(P\1'2 
	
v 0	 P0J	 NSOC.\PO)
	
. •. . 
The throttle parabolas themselves retain their valid-. 
ity, as bcomes readily apparent. Because for	 con-
stant:	 .	 .	 .	 .	 . 
NPv3.
3 
o "	 N p1/2	 (v p1/2 ) 	 .	
.	 (12) 
T.h:is, equation postulateE,' 'in fact, tht' the points of 
e qual coefficient of adVance in our diagram are still on 
p'ratolas of tne 3d order. 
Iiowever in 'o'dei to fbego the 'extrapplation of the 
axes for the diffeent altitudes and' tb'bring oit tho 
processes for var.th altitüde o± f1i'ht,'.the multiplica-
tion with (P/P0) 2 can be avoided by plotting the scales 
calculated with (p/p0)1'2 for suitable altitude stages. 
(Fig. 12.) For easier reading' of thee' scales, we pre-
ferred the har-lke reprosontatin. By appropriate selec-
tion of the distaLces the connecting lines can become 
straight lines, which makes the tracing very simple. 
ow tie.
 sense of. this..la.s.t discussion i.s simply this: 
It pertains to a transformation, of the whole exhibit into 
nothei scale defiied 'by the, air densir, This transfor-
mation e±tends the validity of the one ystern of curves 
to any air density wherein,'however, the effect of the 
•flight, altitude is. readily a . .certained' by the changed 
s cale.	 '-' ...	 ...	 .	 . .	 .	 ..	 . 
6	 ''	 .	 .	 . 
However, we feel t+iat an example would aid consider-
ably in grsp'ing.tl	 metiod Qf representation. 
A airplane with ioma1 engine, whose power drops 
somewhat quicker wit.a altitude tnan tne air density, has
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at ground level, the : excess factor 
a0 =	 -°---	 - 1 
In cllm3lng flight, let us say, by constant L/D 
Cc	 Ernir) t:e speed and. tue rower requirement of the 
.airilane body increa'ses at th'e rate conformably to the re-
spective altitudes First, we copute the engine power in 
accordance with the given, altitude performance equation.* 
Since, however, th.e ôurv,e:, of the "power required. for 1ev-
olfliht" becomes ndopondcnt of the height, because of 
our transformation, the engine pouer dependent on Nsoc 
/	 1/2 must 'againbo reduced, that is by (PP)
	 . This is 
accomplihed without ca1ulation, simp.y by transfer to: 
the 'ordinate scale for the corresponding height. This, of 
course, is preceded by the multilication of the altitude. 
performance of the engine with 
'flbest' with this value 
we then set up the power ratio
	 :__2•_ and. use the cor-
resondingscale:in.Figüre :l0,.where a paralle1 line 
through the abscissa at the: intersection with th "best" 
throttle parabola yields the exóess factor a for the 
corresponding altitude 0
 Tow all flight attitudes in this 
height can:be followed. up on the respective :scales:along 
curve a= constant.	 : 
VI	 PLICATIO1TS 
1. The xcess P:owr Factor Governs ll Flight Performances 
The practical aeronautical engineer is well aware of 
'tae signific.nce of th excess power on the performance of 
te ai'rp la±ie. But this is the ver.y first :instance:that 
formulas revealing this preeminent effect in actual:fig-
urea have: been set up. 
The foundation j. the general performance diagram 
(fig, 10 or 12) , from which the respective rates of climb 
as function of the respective path velocity v/vt 
with parameter a, the excess factor, are taken and plot-
ted in Figure 13. The'first apparen:t result is th in-
crease in 'path eloc'it"for fastest climb with the excess 
povTer. Even between a
	
1 and. a 2, it already lies in 
*Fdrxp1.nat±on,'sèe section' VI,:":4, :age24.:
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trie vcinity of the best glid,.ing speed, wicn furthor ccn-
firms our method of mng our c1i.mb calculations for best 
L/D instead of the .ttitude of minimu power roqiired. 
Another fact is that itis 1s señsib1e to fly at abno±-
mally large angles of attack for the purpose of rapid 
climb, the greater the..cess power is at which the flight 
is made. For very steé' clir ' it. i a..different matter. 
There it calls for pi..shixg thé elevator up to the utmost* 
in order to command the bst value. (But herein also lies 
the danger..of..ii .s	 titu4e when startix	 in restricted 
placesi) .. : : •.. 
Now the individual performances can be- found in Fig-
ure 13 .as .,functin.of the .xcs.s ..f.acto.r and the respec-
tive basic value.,	 :..:	 ,. ..	 . ..	 .. ............	 ::•. 
The best rate of climb (fig. 14) follows the excess 
factor i'n an almost stralght line, and:can be expressed 
in the sinking speed by the approximation formula: 
w. 5	 .	 ...	 .	 ( 13). 
The best angle of clunb (fig. 15) is similarly ex-
pressed by th8 besi angle :o.f g11d	 S	 S 
tan Pmax	 0.85.	 .	 -	 (ii) 
The macimum level flight (fig. is) passes oarabola-
like over a. A pra.c...i:a1 and, very exact ..mathematical. 
approximat.io	 is	 :.	 .	 S...	 S•S 
7mx	 a°	 •+ 1)	 . 
The respectve. fuidamenta1 va1ue. by best. L/ 
€ mjfl' v G€, .-an.d "TSOE are readily taken from .th nmogr.aph. 
(Pig. 18.y**
	
.	 . 
Lastly, the ceiling i..a.pure..function of the excess 
power, and may be computed.along the lines laid down by 
*The measure epd .OI .. c	 •Ca rnax.	 T .	 the 
polar abo.v.o;S c. : .e .ing. nncirtain,. the cves. bQlow 
are	 shown	 as dot t.d	 un-es........................................... 
**For extension of plot, -see reference 1, Figure 6
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tié *riter in an earlier report.
	 (Reference ii..) . here

(equation .
 (24))*. weestablished. arelation for the ceiling 
by meäns Of approximation. formulas in power seris f.r en-
glue power and. air c'ensity with altitude 
ii- log	 _____ -.	 (16a) 
	
-	 -	 .	 so mm 
The numerator who fl. denotes the vertical speed of 
'no 
sént at. ground level. with, the efficiency of the ceiling, 
or 1 ' i.n'.o'ther words., o.ur .b.es ,t" vertica.l speed of as.cent.** 
The quotient in (16a) now simply is
	 fuctio of the ex

cess power, and according -to our definition this equatiOn 
now becomes:	 --
ii. lo
	 (cc + 1)	 ' (16) 
Two remarks are in. or.de.r here. First, the "ceiling 
at best LID," H
	
is -not the "theoretical" ceiling Hg 
although the practic.l .di'crepancy is slight.
	 (Reference 
1.) A general rule i-to figure with 100 meters loss in 
altitude for every 2 per cent- loss of power, 
Now, according to section V, at speeds below 
with our pro p ellers, 'no more. than 2-4 per cent power can. 
be attained, thus the ifferonáe between Hg and 
amounts to no more than l00200 meters. So H' comes 
closer to the practical ceiling than Hg, and beotns 
about equivalent in aerodynamically ,
 poor airplanes (w5 
and. E min great). -. 
- - - '- Besides, -fOrmula (16) is bai1t' 'upon a parabolic ap-
proximation for the engine power (decrase in r,p,m. in 
clusive)	 -	 - 
	
- - N0,
	
fP1'4	 (17a) 
This is very convenient for the calculation, but

does not satisfy the physical processes, as is readily ap-

preciated, because the effective performaice'here does not 
*Nurnerjcal factor 10.9 ws later corrected.--- to ll.0	 - 
**That is, the one to be found on the tbetI! throttle par-
abola.
LI
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disappear uitil p	 0, which is impossible on account 
of the frictin.* The d.rop in 'performances at fist as-
sumed too unfavorable, and. at higher altitudo . , too fav.o.r-. 
able.'
The 'old. Ad].or.shof formula conforms bettor to actua]. 
conditions: .
(i7b) 
Even this rectilinear law is valid only so long as 
the correct carburetion control is assured. (which is un-. 
de'rst.'o'o'd in a modern engi.ne).** Besides this..drop in per-
formance. there is'yet another due to the drop 
which with fair approximation can be expressed by a minor 
impairment o±' 'r in (17b)., As far as it i's' possible to 
conclude from the scarcity of data available., •we may just-
ly figure with'	 = 0.80 (in, 17b) as satisfactory aver-

age.*** So a. 'and H. were defined 3ccording to this. 
law and likewise included in Figure 17.' Both curves. ieot 
at 8 km altitude; below are discrepancies up to 0.5 km, in 
favor of the rectilinear law.	
, ......,•. 
'.2. 'Excess Fact'.and. Engine Saving 
The efforts 'to increase safety inflight and to 'main-
tain flight schodules,. and. in view o± the still unsatis-, 
factory operating safety of airplane engines at full throt-
tle, have, within the pa,st few years led more and. ,
 more to 
the; .op±nion 'that pronounced. 'bhrottling is imperative. 
(Ref e,r'ence 12.) In conformity with the prevalent id:ea, 
this interprets as throttling, 50 to 60 per cent full power 
in cruising flight. And so the question arises, just how 
much the airplane loses he'reby'wi:th respect to its maximum 
speed. 
*Compare Figure 3 of reference 11. 
**Unpublished tests of the D.V.L. in 1925, on a BMV-IV 
engie conformed to this s'sution.'"According"to'an oval-
'ua'tiOn of the writer, the rectilinear 'law is passably cor-
rect,: that is, with vflm = 0.83 at n .= 1500 r,p.m, at from 
0 to .6 km altitude, The loss due to drop in the r.p.m. is 
o be ade
	 to 'this,	 '	 .'	 '	 .. 
'***The discussion, o ,f course' , applies only to engines'with-
out altitude equipment (supercharging, etc.).
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Disregarding the ind.uced .drag, tho 3d. roo-t Ofthc oi-
g.ne power yields a: siiperiorlimit for- the.dop in sped,• 
which, tran slated for .50 per cent throttle, orresponds 
to about 0.80 Vmax, and for 60 per cent throttle, to. 
about 0.85 Tmax• Now, the smaller the excess power, the 
gxeater the increase in induced drag effect, which adiit.-
tedly increases as the reciprocal value of the dynauic 
pressure. Examining these conditions in the lirht of 
Figure 12 or 16, we obtain Figure 19, from vh1ch we can 
predict to what extent the cruising speed iy varying ex-
cess power, lagsbehind. the theoretical limit. 
Airp lanes which, greatly throttled, are to maintain 
satisfactory cruising speed, must have great excess power.. 
Foiistaice, when comparing two otherw.se identical	 ±-

planes.of different span, i.t ay well happen that thea one 
with smaller span has the greater speed because of its 
lower profile drag, whereas, In cruising with identical 
throttle setting the one. having the larger span. may be 
faster because of its. greater excess a. 
3.Dop inr.p.rn. During Climb (Unsupercharged) 
In the discus.on on the ceiling in a preceding sec-
tion, we anticipated a result which concerns the effect 
of.the drop i r.p.m. on the engine power duriig climb, 
and which is now examined in detail 
As before, we revert to the law of .imensioñs (equa-
tion (2)), and cQnsid.er first the most eleontary case 
engine power unaffected by r.p.m.. and	 d = constant. 
Then (2) yields.:	 .	 .	 . 
N	 P	 : (18) 
	
1/3 .	 .	 . 
or	 n	 (uc) 
Accordingly, the drop. in r.p.m Q is forthwith amena 
ble to solution, with the cited customary simplificatiOns. 
S.nce N = constant, whon N	 P (indicated power) , the 
drop i s merely contingent upon the relaive amount at 
which the effective power lags behind the indicated power, 
that is, of.	 m according to altitude .pQwer	 (Formula (l7b).)	 .
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This simple, but secial interdependence can now b 
am5lifiéd and siipplthneted	 To be'gn ..with," kd= COfl:-
stant ' no longer, holds,, because ci.uring ' clmb the speed 
and. the r.p.m. vary according to d.iffer.ent.laws. But if' 
we rtain the arie. .trót'tlo.parabola during climb, then 
= cnstnt,' hçnáe, kd. ,constant also. Obviously, 
this appl1 , s ' o th,e conditions on the "best" throttle par-
abola, the st'ãrting point of 'our power calculation. 
-• . Conformably to (la) nd ' (ib) , the engine power d.rops 
with the 1st and 0.5th power of the r.p.m. Conseouently, 
the drop in r.p.m 0 exceeds, that of (l9a)... N'ov we obtain 
the henceforth valid. functions from (18) by division with 
n . and. n 0 5 , respec.tive1y, thus reestablishing constan-
cy at 'the' left side: . .
	 .	 .	 . .	 •.	 ... 
	
I:	 .	
P)
	 (for ' N.
	
•n)	 ',,.	 . 
n	
(i\T)1/25	 (for ,N
	
n°.5)	 (l9b) 
with these formulas the drop in r.p.rn with altitude 
can be do'ined. for any altitude. power law.* For example, 
we"àpplr the law (17b) and'the co, feLtiona1.vaiue of 
'flm	 '085. The results' aie shown iñ , igüre 20, ' The ih-
fluence of the altitude is greater th' the effect of. dif-
ferent r'.p 0 m. d.epndency of the e'ngine.power•. 
To combine (19) with "(l"?b) now would. clothe the de-
crease in :ower in quite cumbersome. formu1a, and. so we 
attemp 'tè 'to express this power d.ecrease including the de-
crease in 'the rcpm. by the rectilinetr law. The altitud..e 
power curve computed. with 'flm = 0.85 was ±e'duced propor-
tional to "n and. n° . , respectively, and plotted. in 
Figure 20. In fact, the obtained ci.rves are straights, 
with vOry close approximation	 Po'1ongatioñ to the'ab-
*The law of decrease used in N.AC.A Technical iieinorand.urn 
No. .45.6 (refrerice 11) and . xtrapo1ated. from Amer±c 'an test 
flights	 '.	 .	 "' '	 .. '	 .	 S 
P°	 '.. (there equation (21')) 
is subtractedhere.	 It was	 .	 '	 " 
p1.28	 .	 ( theré:e quation (19)) 
Consequently, '.-
	 P°	 •and. n	 P 0 . 14 , ' rspectiyely, 
	
P°'',	 hence in close accord. with p'o. 12 , .	 . .. .
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sci.ssa axis yields the corresponding apparent efficiency 
flm . 0,83 and 0.80.* 
Iwas :tacitly assumed hereby, that the engine power 
curve r'enain similar with rospec.t to the r.p.m. during 
altitud changes, that is, that the power maximum lies 
consistently at tho same r.p.m., for example. The few 
data** available on this phase of tho subject appear to 
jastify this assiimption, at least for altitudo u to 5-.6 
ki1omctors. 
4. The r.p.m. in an Altitude Engine 
Eleuentary formulas no longer hold for supercharged 
engines with arbitrary altitude power course. It is true 
that, after a has been predetermined, the requisite 
irbest u r.pcm, is readily ascertained, by the aid of the 
t best tI
 throttle parabola 0best	 constant): 
V 
-	 best 
fl'best
	 o best	 2
o best 
But th calculation of a presents the reai. obsta.-. 
ole, for without knowing the r.p.m.', the engine power a,t 
the respective altitude cannot be determined from the as 
sumed.ly given p ower curve; and the r.p.m. is found only 
through a.. Trial is the only remedy here,. but after a 
little oractice, results are quickly obtainable. 
However, one. special and quite frequently occurring 
case yields to direct treatment: that is, the climb with 
constant torque. This is the case when the supercharger. 
supplies constant pressure 	 •to "critical altitude" and. 
*Thjs much more unfavorable m is woll borie out in.. 
practice. From this point of view, engines with markedly 
decreasing torae in the principal o'perating attitude are 
preferable, because of thoir inferior decrease in r.p.m. 
and. liowér with altitude. This reflection leads to engine 
with medium power to piston displacement ratio. 
**por example: the previously mentioned D..V.L. tests or 
the construction data on the Fiat engines A 20, A 22, A 25 
(450, 650 and 1000 hp water—cooled 12—cylinder engines) 
a suitable formula the r.p.m. in throttle flight 
can likewise be followed up.
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when its	 like the excess 
engine.po*er durirg • 1imbj	 that . th; effective full 
engine poerHre.mais f.aily	 n:s.tantr.	 -..... 
:2: For climb with :.q:	 const.ai :t nd.fi.xeb1ad.e.prope1 
l.€.we have, lIT t.bis :c:ase,.
	 .	 .. S 	 . : 
.= constant. . . 
Mnr.eovei-, it follows from. q = coistant ( v /vt = constant), 
accord.i'ng to Figure. 10, that . 	 :	 ... .. 
a .= constant. 
Consequently, with X ••= constant, 
n	 V.'-.-' R 
1/2 
These formulas are applicablo** in first approxima-
tion up to a critical altitud.o of at least 10 km to most 
sup ercharged. engines, and. mateially highr thn that even 
when driven by exhaust gas turbine. 
Beginning with the critical altitude the calculation 
can proceed. as with the unsupercharged engine, at least, 
so long p.s lhere are no further details known about it. 
5. Verification of Power Data *** 
The deductions heretofore were primarily intended. 
for predicting flight performances. But the relations 
upon which Figurcs 14-17 and forrnulas (13) to (16) are 
based can also be used. to check the t effective It aerodynam-
ic quantities b 1 . and:	 .aswell as. the'prop.eller ef-
ficiency 'r from flown performances. 
A salient feature is that one climb and one level 
flight. sufficefor cornputing b	 and Ps
	
whereas the
knowlecIge.of the engine power is not.nocessary. This was 
*Engino power increases through pressure difference be-
tween intake and exhaust side; e.g., se reference 13. 
**Ad.ditjonalpowèr an:d blowe' p ower.reuiemé..t rethiñ 
about .equal1ba1anced up
	 thia1titude. 
***In this sectibn I had. H.:B. Helbo1d:'s data and. sugges-
.tions p laced at ..Y disposal. 	 .	 ..	 . .	 -
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made possible,
 by the introduction of the excess factor a 
pure f.nction of tue ceiling.
	 (Fig. 17.) With a
the inking speed and the path velocity by best L/D can 
'be derived.from Figures 14 and. 16 in terms of rate of 
climb and.maximum poed. The quotient of both is the best 
L/D. The nomograph (fig0 18) then yields by the agency of 
and 
€min the values for bj, and F	 in one 
reading. 
As to .the commensurate accuracy of the .ata, the fol.-. 
lowing should be noted: quantity b	 which is decisive

when predictin'g 'the climbing performance, must be proof 
againstinaccuracies in a recheck, whereas F 5 with its 
minor effect on the climbing performances, is rather very 
much dependent upon the critical values and assumptions. 
It may be likeiied to a gear which.speed..up in one direc-
tion and. slows down in the other. 
T.U3LE I 
I
m	 a	 (km/h) min bj(m)	 (me) 
N:fl51 0,832.0	 .	 3.2	 115 0.100 13.6	 1.42 
n:	 .• 0,80	 2,1:	 3.2	 112 0,103 13,7	 1,55 
source1r — ;r0;i• From iNomoroh 
Fig.	 Fig.	 Fig.	 Fig. 3.6 w 50 Fig. 
20	 17	 1.	 16 18 
supplemented 
•	 for	 for	 for 
I Nn 
T,.BLE 1 (cont'd 
- 
•
N50	 (hp) N	 (hp)	 bst P(m2) 
• •	 .
.	 we 
-75 11].	 0.685 167 1.42 
76 107	 •	 0.71 •	 167 1.47 
Source Gw N-	 . Ref.	 11 346 
75 a + 1	 j	 T0
N.A. C.
	
hi	
irm ,: : 
The propeller efficiency is expressed as tue quotient 
of power required for level flight by best L/D (N
	 = 
-	
) and the to-.be-absorbed engi-ne power (1T	 = 
N0 best	 Since a and w	 are subject to the aforemen-
a .+1J........	 .	 ..:,	 .	 •. 
tion:ed. .conditions : the'ii : ±nhsrri .t ..s'ources of error are ob-. 
vi.ou:s1y .transferr.ed t& hT	 :.A certain control check 
i 5 , afforded. by, direct-.calculat4o.n :°' .
	
/'n . from .
 maximum 
seed. and respective engine power.	 (Reference ii..) 
Tnese arguments_re to be illustrated on a two-seat 
sport biplane. Carefully determined and. reduced. to inter-
national standa& altitude, it exhibi.ts the following 
haract'er. tics: ......	 . 
-	
-	 :	 = 1785 kg.	 -S. 
• . .: Th ,. requisite . :etig.ine power in:: .tt bes.t U operating atti-
tud.fQr caicu1ating..T) 05 . is obtained. by estithating- the 
eect of.the .r.p.m. from Figure . 12: wiha .temDorarily-a-
sumed.. a.-.? at : 1 est .	 :P;: furthér calculation is 
contained in.. Table I; The : r.p.m. dependence . of the.engiie 
power.-and..through it. •it.a1titude dependence:were varied. 
so: as:to bring out theèffeôt:of these assumptions on the 
eva1uation	 . .......	 ::	 :	 .. .	 S	 ;	 : 
As expected., the value of F	 fluctuates consider-' 
ably*itii -the:engine povierla7, whereas- b 1 , -tue quantity 
contro1lingthe climb, remains fairly constant. Compari-
son with P	 fined.	 btlf±dm level .flight reveals 
the corretness : of the • órderbf agitude and. tho true val-
ue probably betteen 1.42 and. 1.47. If this comparison, on 
the-other hal-id., reáultëdin wide-i	 isparate values, it 
would bé;siiggestiv-.of iisätisfäctor	 iithirgflight, 
wrong evaluation of engine power, or some other- error.
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For a span of 12.6 m, Prandtl's biplane factor K with 
bi = 136 m, amounts to
• 12.5 
WEi3.6) 
The theory would yield K	 0Q78; the figure 0.85 
cont'ains, besides the other induced losses, the presuma-
ble increment of.	 and-	 with Ca	 which, accord-
:ing tQ our 'methOd, iscounted' in' with the induced losses, 
Lastly, in 'accord •with section V, 4 the efficiency 
can be' divided into its elements flfree and r, as car-
ried out for the values computed in the first line (at 
n°). With a.propeller disk areá'of '7.0 	 , we have: 
TABLE II 
c5 best	 - free - -	 - FwsT/Fws 
4.95 0.44 0.795 0.86 0.56' 
Source For From
'best 0.5	 '' 
ws
Fig.	 11
flfree
Prom (llb) 
, 
from	 (lob)
The interference area ratio FqI/F	 is plausible 
in its amount. Obviously, it is quite sensitive against 
minor .errors in T, so that in this case also any accu-
rate determination is contingent upon.the execution of 
different test series, unrelated to one another, and com-
parison of the results. It was not the aim in this sec-
tion to go into details regarding it, but merely to illus-
trte the multiple applicability of our 'method on an ac-
tual example. 
6. Adjustable Blade Propeller and. Unsupei'charged Engine 
This report would not be complote'without including 
the adjustable blade propeller. It is,truo, that the 
struôtural problem has not been satisfactorily solved as 
yet'in spite of many attempts. We still await .a perfect-
ly reliable, universa11 applicable, adjustable blade pro-
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pelle.r, w.aici is simp le to maintain, of light weignt, and 
reaso'nabl& .in price. On the other, hand, there', has'n'eve'" 
been. a' t±mwhei urgent demand, did iot sooner or later 
'brirg forth a solution. Experiments relative to the advan-
tc'es of such propellers maj prowid.e a stimulus, whereas 
tne lick of space restricts our liscussion to a brief ex-
planat]-oli and a few examples 
Agin we proceed from model tests. Figure 21 repre-
sents one of the latest American test sorie on ai'l adjust-
aole blade oopller. (Reference 14.) The separate effi-
ciency curve'carI7 as :ParmeteS'
	
angle •of setting 'st: 
60 per cent tip radius; at 20.4 setting th propeller' 
s'ho'ws..a cqistant: geometric pitch of,,0 0 ,7, D.	 It is seen 
tnt the rdi1ly increasing pitch at l'rge blade angles 
affects tne rnaimum efficiency very ltt1e notwithstand-
ing tne mar,ed. variation from the theoretical course.* 
•.The essential feature of the,.adjutab1e blade'roel-
.ler' is the freedom in' the selection of tlie r.p,m 0 , ob-
tained indep endent .o the coe±ficie.t' or', advance' (.wit1i 
in certain limits) and from tne degree of tirottling. The 
r.p.m. depends on the effective torque kd. This l's, sho*n 
in'Fi'guie 22' not: as: dependent. vaiable but. as. parameter 
of a group of curves whose individual point s"ii on the 
efficiency urvé,	 , 
The r 0 m, being free,: the calculation	 the''r'p'el-
ler perfomance' curve makes necessary, an assumption 'as to 
the 'qourse of the r.p.m. The siruples,t and. at t ,h eathe 
t :ine, , mos.t..fundamental premise is: constant r.p.m. 'o'ver 
'the 'entire' spe.ed 'range. For the calcu1at.in' we ' simply se-
lect a suitabla' kd, after which the kd,? curve forth-
with reveals the power course against the''s p eed, whereby 
= constant:i's'obtaned by..,ad.justing the , pitch ,o con-
stant r.p.m. Figure 23 shows the gain attainable in climb-
ing flight, which here amounts to about' 1/3 'on account' 0±' 
the increase in the r.pgm., maccord, with the assumed en-
gine power law (N
	
1/2) ; ' /3 are due to the better' 
curve of the 'fl values at low 2. .. (Compare figs. 3 and 
21.) But at high speed the adjustble blade type appears 
'to be perceptibly inferior. 
*The propeller has 'the same maximum efficiency as, afore-
mentioned series Of'N.A10.A. Tchndcal 'Report No, 141 .(ref-
erene 6). Obviously, being a small-bl1ad.e :tet8l propeller, 
it might come slightly higher under otherwise identical 
conditions.
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,0.ours,e, this comparison is not conclusive. That 
is. attributable to the -definition of "best' t
 .operating t-
titude, whic.h was- temporarily.retaine.d. to facilitate a 
transfer 'of the'pow•er- curve. onto the..p.iot'.
	 (Fig. 12.) 
But in relity this concep .t no. longer hold.s true because. 
of the freedom of the pick-up in. r.p.m.. ; . .f.o. that reason 
a power comparison is better .comare.d to l.1k power at' 
high speed, that is, to a 5-10 per cent super r.p.L1. with 
respect to the systematically deS.ined r.p.m. In this 
cas,o the adjustable bladepropeller presents even better 
advantages. Figure 3 affords an example for n = 
l-;C8	 , which is equivalent to. the. r.p.m. of a fi'xo.d 
blade proDeller in level light with a
	
4, 
For engines with constant torque (N
	 the ad-
justable' lado propeller appears to be •even more adv-. 
tageous, because, here the decrease in r.p.m. of fixed 
blade propellers is greater and its effect on the engine 
power, in addition, more sensitive. Referring to Figures 
8 and 23, it •mar be stated that the gain in thrust horse-
power during climb, attainable cn these premises, exceeds 
25 per cent-under certain circumstances; this means an 
increase in rate of climb of at least 30 per cent. 
7. Adjustable Blade Propeller and .Super.charged.Engine 
Here is where the gain promises to be greatest. 
Whereas, 'with the fixed. blade propeller the r.p.m. in 
climbing 'light increases with p-1/2, so that a propel-
ler correctly dimensioned. for the operating altitude sup-
:oiies only a fraction 0±' 'the full r.p.m. of the engine at 
ground level,*. here the r.p.m. can be kept constant, ir-
respective of the flight altitude, thus assuring the u,se 
of the full engine power at any altitude.. 
The assumption ' n = 'constant, according 'to (2) leads 
to the condition	 .	 .	 ' . . 
i/P	 .	 .	 .	 .	 ( 21) 
Besides, ?c
	
v, - hence.
p-1/2	 (22) 
*	 alsà.denotes an extremely unfavorable workingcondi---
tion forthe engine. -	 ,	 .	 .
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Thus,' given th tot'l. kd: . range of 'en .ad.ju.st.able' 
blade prope1Ier from modei experiments (fi. 	 22)..,' one: can
according to (21) and (22) define the X for each altitude 
stage 'ä.n'd.'the re.spe.tiYe k	 and plot them into the	 (,'r)
diar. am.' Piure' 24.. shows te c.oefui.cient.s 'of advance' an& 
the .ffiáiemd.ie"ith altitude for oir..eampie with. a 
critical alti.tude of 12km.: At low' altitude' the propeller 
obviOus1y; 'does not operate in its. 'best :range.;" the', 'opere.t'-
ing 'cu:rve,. however,' approaches .the en.v'e1oping.'cure more 
and 're as' 'the ' altitude icreases. In'. acoz&anco with'. 
that the propeller performance curve in Figure 5.isin-'.: 
comparably more favorable than the fixed blade propeller. 
The. gain 'in: rate :f' climb 'at low 'altitude is very eo,nsid.-
erable. In our example, which representS average cond'±-.' 
tioñs, it amounts to 140 per cent. The time of climb to 
critical altitude' is'l'owere.d- by 45" per. cent.l 	 : 
There :'are two other advantages of the .adj:usta'b.le' 
blade propeller, namely, the possibility cf'markedly im-
proving the angle •of glide by adjusting the . blades to the 
direction Of' the wixd;. conv,er,se.ly,: :it. 'can"ie con.,siftera-
bly lowered f Or landing:' 'and taxy'ixig in rost'ricted space 
by.".r.eset'ting t'o negtie blad aig1e'.nd.fqr negative 
thrust. The engine, which otherwise represents only dead. 
weight at 1adi	 ,''th'is 'bo'o'me.s'an er'e'l effect4ve 
means of dêcelerat.ion.
VII. SULMARY 
'The	 e'snt report treats of the 'developrant ' of gCn
er1 propeller perfoxmaiice.and r.p.m. curves which', corn-
bine with' the gne'ral 'curve Of the 'power 'required foi 
level flight, presênts : a complete picture of t•hO.pe'rform-
ance. I.t should prove very convenient for answering many 
difficult 'problems of'the . airpIan'désigner quickly and. 
1egibly	 -'	 '	 ,	 S,.,	 ,	 ,	 .:.	 , 
It is in the nátre	 suh. discoveries' iot't'o beao-
plicable' . to al'l'imagiable cases.	 T.hus, :as" ou cirve "äf
the power required for level flight is only an approxi-
tion for constant proIile drag coefficient, hence not 
fot'hwith s.itable tO .inonvetinal wing sections so the 
propellsr performance'curve miIst.aiso be handlOd with a::' 
certana±tO,n,in'cas 9f:proDllrs of.'aiomal"b1adO 
forms or pitch ratio £ : F. r checking ' the. pé OTha±ó :f 
already designed airplanes the methodical way nay occa-
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sionally'
 yield more accurate results in so far as the aero-
dynamic.and.. engine data'are s1i.fffc1ent1y'reiibl.. 
But in aiy other case, particularly forDroject or 
design purposes or for evaluation ofaircraft, the •Liethod 
propoundedhere will prove perfectly :acca.te. Moreover, 
P,O.: much refinement serves no useful purpose, Its imDor-, 
tamce lies ui mking separate c&.culation,s superfluous 
ar4' suDDlyin'g the de'ign engineer 'a survey on what may. 'be. 
obta.i.n.ed, :afld r whih he cannot obtain, as 'quickly in any 
otier :Way. .	 . ....'7	 :	 .	 . 
Tue. salient features and conclusions are briefly ré-
peated as follows: '	 . . . 
1. The increase fri r.p.m.is of secondary importance 
in flight performance calcultions..' Nevert'he1ess thér 
are perceptible differences according to the character' of 
the'engine power curve.. 
2. The increase, in r.p.m.: at maximum speed predomi-
nates the •sol.ection of the poelle.r, so far 'as it &oes. 
not concern purely "starting" and climbi,ng.H proDellers, 
3	 Oi a 'trot tie parabola!' coeffici' ent of advance 
and efficienca±e constant"thus th. r..p,,m. proportion-
ate to the flight speed. The thrust horsepower curves 
ar. built up on the throttle parabolas. 
4	 The "best" operating point of the "compromise 
propeller" shall coincide in level flight with the point 
for best L/D. Then the "best" throttle parabola passes 
thiough the point of best L ID . On this lie the "best" 
operating. points of the rn
 thrust horsepowei •cues; they 
ar,e the backbone of the whole system of curves. 
•	 5,. . The 'best' efficiency.
 of the: free, propeller is 
entire]y dependeflt upoti the ratio of the driving.areas'. 
and (subordinately) the ratio of the interference areas 
These twoquantities likewise define the ef'ective inter-
ference, Weight, span, engine power and. speed are ig 
nored. 
G	 The excess power i measured on the .
 "best" throt-
t1e . pa±abo .la and expressed in excess power factor. It 
governs all flight performances.' • Simple appróxiiatión 
fo±muias facilitate design and check,
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7. The path velocit... f.o.r...f.a.stest climb increases 
with the excess power; und'è o'rdinary conditions it ranges 
at or above the best glid.ing speed. 
8. Improvement i.n aerodynamic quality (expressed by Ej) by const'ant e±c'es power impair's angle aild rate of 
climb, This ap lies, in particular, to starting. 
9. The greater the excess factor the s m aller the 
loss in:;spe&'during "r .uising by, prescribed throttle set-
ting.	
" : 
10'. " In 'the unsupercarged engines the excess power 
determines the calling. '' The effect of the altitude per-' 
formance law decreases (by carburetion control) and its 
sinificance' s confined to high: ceiling..	
0 ' 
ll'..".'The drop in r.p.m. in he climbing flight with an 
unsupercharged engine i,s a measure of the lag of the ef-
fective power behind the (theoretical) indicated power. 
Lts 'efect :.ca.n be, ,expreed 'by rectilinear 1a as a re-
thictioi of' from 2-5, per cent in "mechanical efficiency, d'e-
p,en'di.ng. upon t1e' character of' the.engine-powër curve. 
12. ' The adjustable blade propeller presents a per-
ceptible gan in' climbing .pow,er for, unsupercharged en-
gines,..'ai	 :st.iic,t ,supeorit,y in climbing for s'p.e 
charged engines. 
Translation 'by J. Vanier, 
Natioial Advisory Committee ,' 	 0	 ' 
for Aeronautics. '	 0
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Fig.17 Ceiling against excess power. 
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Fig.l8 Nomograph for best L/D,corresponding speed and 
rower required for level flight. Read with celluloid sheet 
having a rectangular system of lines.
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Pi.19 Cruising speed plotted against excess factor.The smaller the 
excess factor c the more the cruising speed Vr lRgs behind the maximum 
speed for a given throttle settin( Nr/NfUll. 
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Fig.20 Drop in r.p.m. with altitude and. its effect on the drop in 
power.
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Fig.21 Efficiency curve of an adjustable blade propeller accord-
ing to N.A.C.A. Technical Note No.333.
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Fig. 22 Effective torque cures for the sane 
adjustable blade propeller. This represen-
tation eliminates the measured. propeller settings 
and permits calculation of the r.p.m. conditions. 
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Pig. 23 Performance and r.p.m. of adjustable blade 
propeller compared to fixed blade propeller. 
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Fig. 24 Efficiencies during climb with constant 
power and. r.p.m. By constant power and 
r.p.m. the effective tcrque is converse to the 
air density. 
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Fig. 25 Gain in rate of climb with adjustable blade 
propeller, 45 per cent for a= 1 at critical 
altitude.
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